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CONSPECTUS: Small molecule imaging probes are powerful tools to
understand complex biological systems. The mainstreams of imaging
probe developments have been focused on the target holding of the
probes; the holding targets are often cell-type-specific biomarkers. This
type of the probe mechanism can be designated as holding-oriented
live-cell distinction (HOLD).
Our group has worked on the development of cell-type-selective
probes using a diversity-oriented fluorescence library approach
(DOFLA), where unbiased phenotypic screening is employed using
fluorescent library compounds. Through the conventional target
identification methods such as an affinity-based analysis, we elucidated
that some of the probe mechanisms are HOLD. However, we also
realized that sometimes there is no specific holding target for probes or
the holding targets are ubiquitous.
The observation led us to test an alternative mechanism of cell-type-specific probes as gating-oriented live-cell distinction
(GOLD). We started to examine the gating mechanism of probes, which is mainly based on transporters but which does not
necessarily require probe holding to cellular targets. Transporters can control the in and out movement of various nutrients and
chemicals. Different expression levels of transporters in various cell types could provide the molecular mechanism of differential
staining of cells by regulating the intracellular accumulation of a certain specific probe. A number of GOLD probes have been
developed by modifying or mimicking endogenous substrates of transporters such as inorganic ions, glucose, amino acids, or
neurotransmitters, utilizing broad substrate specificity of transporters. The radiolabeled or fluorophore-conjugated substrate
mimetics have been widely used for live cell distinction and various applications such as disease-related cell or tissue imaging.
In humans, there are about 400 solute carrier (SLC) transporters and 50 ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters. Since some
transporters have broad substrate specificity, they can transport not only derivatives of endogenous natural substrates but also
totally synthetic diverse imaging probes, such as DOFLA probes. Without preconsidering the structure of endogenous
substrates, we recently demonstrated a series of live-cell imaging probes and elucidated their molecular mechanism as a gating
one, either by SLC or ABC transporters. Transporter inhibitor panel and CRISPR-based transporter libraries could provide a
systematic gating target elucidation platform.
Considering the generality of DOFLA and the CRISPR-based genomic tool for transporter systems (>450 in humans), the
GOLD approach will offer new insight and promise for unprecedented levels of novel cell imaging probe development.

1. INTRODUCTION

Imaging is a powerful technique to visualize various biological
events from subcellular level to whole-organism scale. The
mainstream of imaging probe developments has been based on
“the holding target” of the probe such as proteins or other
macromolecules. We have contributed to the field by the
diversity oriented fluorescence library approach (DOFLA) to
extend the scope of live cell selective small-molecule probes,1

by providing about 20 imaging probes during the past decade.
We could find target-holding cell-type-specific probes from
DOFLA, which can be designated as holding-oriented live-cell
distinction (HOLD). While fruitful, the identification of their
holding target has always been challenging with open
candidates among the whole proteome. During the process,

we realized that sometimes there is no specific holding target
for DOFLA probes or the holding target is ubiquitous.
As an alternative and even more general mechanism of the

selective probes, we started to examine the gating mechanism
by transporters, which does not necessarily require probe-
holding to cellular targets. Transporters act as gatekeepers that
control in and out transport of essential nutrients or various
chemicals. Since some transporters have broad substrate
specificity, they can transport not only endogenous substrates
but also various xenobiotics including imaging probes.
Different expression levels of transporters in various cell
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types can make a difference in imaging pattern since
transporters can regulate the intracellular accumulation of
these imaging probes. Recently, we demonstrated a series of
live-cell imaging probes developed from DOFLA that achieved
their selectivity through the transporters. These transporter-
mediated cell-type-specific probes were designated as gating-
oriented live-cell distinction (GOLD) probes.
In this Account, we will introduce and compare HOLD and

GOLD as the competing strategies for developing cell-selective
image probes. In addition to the comparison of HOLD and
GOLD, we also describe the transporter biology, the design
concept of GOLD probes, and their target identification
strategy.

2. HOLDING-ORIENTED LIVE-CELL DISTINCTION
(HOLD)

As a standard approach for live-cell distinction, the
immunolabeling of cell surface markers, especially “cluster of
differentiation” (CD, around 400 members for human), is
widely used.2,3 The fluorophore-conjugated antibody, which
binds to the specific CD member, can conduct cell-type
identification and visualization. As smaller probes than
antibody-based probes, receptor-targeting peptide ligands,
which were labeled with fluorophore or radioisotopes, could
visualize the receptor-upregulated cells.4,5 Both antibody-based
probes and receptor-targeting peptide probes are typical
examples of HOLD probes.
Without preconsideration of molecular targets, screening of

structurally various chemical libraries (i.e., DOFLA) enables
finding several cell-type-specific HOLD probes. Conventional
target identification methods such as dose-dependent

fluorescence response assay with potential targets, gel electro-
phoresis, and mass spectrometry analysis could find cellular
targets of these DOFLA-based HOLD probes. HOLD probes
bind to cellular macromolecules such as proteins and
carbohydrates (Figure 1).
Probes GY and TP-α visualize pancreatic alpha cells

selectively, holding glucagon in alpha cells.6,7 In vitro
fluorescence response assays with potential targets could find
glucagon as a target of these probes.6,7 In the same way, target
identification of CDg4, a mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)
probe, was conducted by in vitro fluorescence response assay
with potential targets.8 CDg4 showed glycogen selective
response and treatment with amylase, which can hydrolyze
glycogen, reduced fluorescence intensity of CDg4 staining.8

CDr3 and CDy5, neural stem/progenitor cell (NSPC)
probes, bind to fatty acid binding protein 7 (FABP7) and acid
ceramidase (AC), respectively, which are biomarkers of
NSPCs.9,10 Gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry analysis
were commonly used to find molecular targets of CDr3 and
CDy5.9,10 In the same way, target identification of TiY, a
tumor-initiating cell (TIC) probe, was conducted by gel
electrophoresis and mass spectrometry.11 By holding vimentin,
an epithelial−mesenchymal transition marker, TiY can
selectively visualize TIC.11

CDb12, a nontoxic DNA-holding probe, could visualize cells
in mitotic phase brightly.12 In the interphase, DNA-dependent
fluorescence signals of CDb12 were dispersed in the nucleus
area.12 Condensed staining of CDb12 aligned with DNA
during mitosis induces higher fluorescence intensity than that
in cells during the interphase.12 Dose dependent in vitro

Figure 1. Examples of HOLD probes and their molecular targets.
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fluorescence response assay identified the holding target of
CDb12 as DNA.12

CDy11, a bacterial biofilm probe, binds to functional
amyloids in Pseudomonas (Fap, a biomarker of biofilm).13 To
elucidate the molecular target of CDy11, surface plasma
resonance assay to evaluate binding constant and costaining of
CDy11 and fluorophore-labeled Fap antibody were con-
ducted.13 CDy14, another bacterial biofilm probe, binds to
an exopolysaccharide, Psl, which is a biomarker of biofilm.14

CDy14 staining with Psl deficient mutant and costaining with
CDy14 and fluorophore-labeled lectin, which is Psl-selective,
were conducted to identify and validate the molecular target of
CDy14.14

Following the conventional wisdom, we assumed and
pursued holding targets (biological macromolecules) for the
small molecule probe development, but more than half of the
cases ended up without successful target identification. Cellular
holding targets of several probes remained unknown or were
ubiquitous. For example, KP-1 binds to aldehyde dehydrogen-

ase 2 (ALDH2), which is expressed in numerous types of
cells.15 Additionally, permeabilization after fixation of the cell
can affect the selectivity of imaging probes such as CDg16,
which cannot be explained by the target-holding mechanism
solely.16 During the journey, we got slowly enlightened with
accumulated evidence that there is another or even more
general mechanism for selective probe activities. They are
transporters, which are differentially expressed in different cells.

3. HISTORY OF TRANSPORTER-MEDIATED GOLD
PROBES

Transporters, which reside in lipid membrane, are gatekeepers
for cells or organelles, mediating import and export of
biologically essential chemicals such as sugars, amino acids,
and inorganic ions.17 There are two main transporter
superfamilies, which are the solute carrier (SLC) superfamily
and the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily. A number of
SLC members are involved in the uptake of small molecules
into cells, and SLC transporters that can export substrates also

Figure 2. (a) SLC superfamily transport mechanism vs ABC superfamily transport mechanism. (b) GOLD probes and the role of influx
transporters and efflux transporters.
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exist.18,19 For the transport of substrates, SLC transporters can
use ion electrochemical gradients as an energy source for active
transports or facilitate diffusion of chemicals without using
energy (Figure 2a).17,20 More than 400 SLC superfamily
members were identified in the genome, and they were
classified into more than 50 families.19,20 Most ABC trans-
porters in eukaryotes are in charge of exporting chemicals to
the extracellular region.21 An ABC transporter uses the
hydrolysis of bound ATP as energy for the efflux of small
molecules (Figure 2a).17,18,21 About 50 ABC transporters have
been identified in the genome, and they can be classified into
seven smaller subfamilies.21

Since transporters have broad substrate specificity, trans-
porters can transport not only endogenous substrates but also
various xenobiotics such as imaging probes. Transporters are
differentially expressed in different cell types, which can
regulate the accumulation of imaging probes with cell-type
specificity. GOLD probes that are substrates of influx
transporters can be accumulated in the intracellular region,
which enhances cellular imaging intensities. On the other hand,
GOLD probes that are substrates of efflux transporters can be
exported to the extracellular region, which lowers cellular
imaging intensities (Figure 2b).
Typical examples of GOLD probes have their structural

basis in endogenous substrates of transporters, especially SLC
members (Figure 3). Radiolabeled or fluorophore-conjugated
substrate mimetics have been widely used for live cell
distinction and various applications such as disease-related
cell or tissue detection or cell tracking.
Inorganic ions are essential for cells, relating to hormone

synthesis or cofactor action. Since hydrophilic characteristics of

inorganic ions hamper the membrane penetration of these
ions, action of inorganic ion transporters is necessary to pass
through the cellular membrane. Radiolabeled inorganic ions
could visualize inorganic ion transporter-expressing cells or
tissues with nuclear imaging such as single-photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission
tomography (PET), which can be applied to disease detection
or cell tracking. Sodium/iodide symporter (NIS, human
SLC5A5, mouse Slc5a5) is in charge of iodide uptake into
thyroid follicular cells, and this iodide is incorporated into
further thyroid hormone synthesis.22 NIS is an important
marker for specific thyroid diseases such as Grave’s disease.23,24

Because of the higher expression of NIS in Grave’s diseases,
uptake of radiolabeled iodide such as 123I− is higher than that
of normal thyroid tissue, which can be distinguished by
SPECT.23,24 For another application, inorganic ion trans-
porters can be used as reporter genes for cell tracking. Genes of
inorganic ion transporters such as divalent metal transporter
(DMT1, human SLC11A2, mouse Slc11a2) were used for
reporter genes.25 After the cell transplantation of transporter-
expressing cells, injection of radiolabeled imaging probes
(52Mn2+ for DMT1) could visualize transplanted cells by
nuclear imaging.25

Glucose, a member of carbohydrates, is the primary energy
source for most cells. Glucose has several hydroxyl groups,
which hamper passive diffusion. Cells utilize glucose trans-
porters to take up glucose or other types of sugars. Glucose
transporters include the facilitated diffusion glucose transporter
(GLUT) family and the sodium−glucose linked transporters
(SGLT) family.26 Tumor cells especially have increased access
to glucose to help their fast glycolysis and have high expression

Figure 3. Transporters and examples of GOLD probes.
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of glucose transporters such as glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1,
human SLC2A1, mouse Slc2a1).27 Based on this phenomenon,
2-deoxy-2-18F-fluoroglucose (18F-FDG) which contains posi-
tron emitting 18F in the glucose structure was developed, and
tumor cells can take up a more significant amount of this probe
than adjacent normal cells.27 On the success of 18F-FDG,
scientists developed a number of fluorophore-labeled glucoses,
which can be transported by glucose transporters because of
their broad substrate specificity.28 CyNE 2-DG has a near-
infrared fluorophore in the C-2 position of glucose, which has
imaging advantages such as low photodamage and lower
autofluorescence background signal.29 AG2, which has a two-
photon fluorophore in the C-1 position, was applied to two-
photon cancer-tissue imaging.30 Cellular uptake of these
probes was inhibited by D-glucose, which is evidence for the
glucose-transporter dependency of probes.29,30

Amino acids are major nutrients that are essential for protein
synthesis; they are hydrophilic and poorly penetrate cellular
membranes without transporters.31 Types of amino acid
transporters can be classified by their substrate preferences
and transporting mechanism.32 For instance, system L amino
acid transporters prefer transportation of large or branched
neutral amino acids and are sodium ion independent.32 System
ASC amino acid transporters prefer transportation of alanine,
serine, cysteine, and glutamine and are sodium ion depend-
ent.32 In the case of tumors, demand for amino acids is
increased to support their fast proliferation, and tumors
upregulate specific amino acid transporters such as L-type
amino acid transporter 1 (LAT1, human SLC7A5, mouse
Slc7a5) and alanine, serine, cysteine-preferring transporter 2
(ASCT2, human SLC1A5, mouse Slc1a5).31,33,34 Stereo-
selective 18F-fluorination of the side chain of amino acids
could generate amino acid probes such as 18F-5-FHL (a system
L substrate) and 18F-(2S,4R)4-FGln (a system ASC sub-
strate).35−37 Instead of side chain modification, boramino acid-
based imaging probes such as 18F-Phe-BF3 (a system L
substrate) were developed.38 18F-Phe-BF3 contains the isosteric
trifluoroborate group instead of the carboxylate group, and 18F
isotopes can be incorporated into the isosteric trifluoroborate
group.38 Uptake of these probes was inhibited by amino acid

transporter inhibitors, which shows amino acid transporter
dependency.35−38 Tumors can be distinguished because of the
high accumulation of these probes by upregulated amino acid
transporters in tumor cells.35−38

Neurotransmitters are essential for transducing physiological
signals in synapses between neurons. Key steps in neuro-
transmission are the release of neurotransmitters by exocytosis,
neurotransmitter−receptor interaction, and neurotransmitter
reuptake. In the case of monoamine neurotransmitters,
vesicular monoamine transporters (VMATs) such as vesicular
monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2, human SLC18A2, mouse
Slc18a2) conduct loading of neurotransmitters into synaptic
vesicles, and monoamine transporters (MATs), such as
dopamine transporter (DAT, human SLC6A3, mouse
Slc6a3) and norepinephrine transporter (NET, human
SLC6A2, mouse Slc6a2), are in charge of neurotransmitter
reuptake, which supports the membrane penetration of
hydrophilic neurotransmitters.39 Fluorescent probes that
mimic endogenous monoamine neurotransmitters such as
fluorescent false neurotransmitters (FFNs) were developed,
which commonly contain ethyl amine groups directly
connected to fluorophore cores.40,41 There are dual substrates
for both MAT and VMAT such as FFN102 (DAT and
VMAT2) and FFN270 (NET and VMAT2), whose local-
ization and transportation are similar to natural monoamine
neurotransmitters.40,41 FFN102 can label dopaminergic neu-
rons selectively and monitor dopamine release of individual
dopaminergic synapses.40 In the same way, labeling of
noradrenergic neurons and monitoring norepinephrine release
in individual noradrenaline synapses can be conducted by
FFN270.41 To identify targeting transporters, these FFNs were
commonly incubated in a MAT-expressing cell line and a
VMAT-expressing cell line, where fluorescence pattern or
intensity of probes was changed in the presence of inhibitors of
MAT and VMAT.40,41

For more introductions to imaging probes utilizing cellular
transport systems, such as other SLC transporters42−44 or Na+/
K+ ATPase pump,45 we refer readers to the further reviews.

Figure 4. TP-β and pancreatic beta cell imaging.
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4. DOFLA AND GOLD PROBES THROUGH SLC
TRANSPORTERS

Among cell-type-specific imaging probes developed from
DOFLA, there are GOLD probes utilizing influx SLC
transporters.
Pancreatic beta cells are responsible for producing and

releasing of insulin, which regulates blood glucose level.46

Pancreatic beta cells are located in pancreatic islets with other
endocrine cells such as alpha cells and delta cells.46 Destruction
of beta cells in islets induces insulin-dependent type 1-like
diabetes, a metabolic disorder.47 In diabetes research,
streptozotocin (STZ), a beta cell selective killer, has been
used to generate diabetes models.47 STZ shows beta-cell
selectivity since STZ acts as a substrate of glucose uptake
transporters such as glucose transporter type 2 (Glut 2, Slc2a2)
expressed in beta cells.47 Mimicking the structure of STZ, 2-
glucosamine (2-amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose) was modified with

different fluorophores and various linkers to develop beta cell
selective probes.48 Among this chemical library, TP-β, which
has a rhodamine group for the fluorophore and a six carbon
chain as a linker, could visualize beta cell selectively in live
intact islets from the mouse with the two-photon microscope
(820 nm excitation).48 Additionally, isolation of primary beta
cells could be accomplished by sorting the TP-β bright
population with fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).48

To identify the molecular target of TP-β, a dose-dependent
competition assay with D-glucose was performed.48 TP-β
fluorescence was decreased in the presence of D-glucose in a
dose-dependent manner, which shows glucose transporter
dependency (Figure 4).48

Recent stem cell studies show that there are two distinct
states of embryonic stem cells, naive mESCs and primed
mESCs.49 Although both stem cell states are pluripotent, naive
mESCs have unique properties such as dome-shaped

Figure 5. (a) Inner cell mass (ICM) selective staining of CDy9. (b) Isolation of naive cell by CDy9.

Figure 6. (a) General scheme of SLC-CRISPRa screening system to find SLC genes, which are in charge of CDg16 transportation. (b) Proposed
mechanism of CDg16 staining.
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morphology.50 Characterization and isolation of naive mESCs
are essential for embryology. CDy9 was previously developed
as a mESC-selective probe by DOFLA.51 After CDy9 staining
of naive and primed mESCs, the CDy9 fluorescence intensity
was much higher in naive mESCs.50 CDy9 can stain specifically
the inner cell mass (ICM) cells, which include genuine naive
stem cells, among cells of live mouse blastocysts (Figure 5a).50

Naive mESCs (CDy9-hi population) can be isolated in the
mixture of naive mESCs and primed mESCs with the
assistance of FACS (Figure 5b).50 Localization of CDy9 is in
the cytoplasm in naive mESCs.50 Interestingly, CDy9 stained
naive and primed mESCs with similar intensity after fixation,
which shows loss if selectivity of CDy9.50 This phenomenon
cannot be interpreted as HOLD. To identify the molecular
target of CDy9, 1402 genes that were highly expressed in naive
stem cells selectively were selected, and nine transporter genes
were narrowed down after further gene ontology analysis
considering membrane transporters.50 Among the nine trans-
porters, knockdown of Slc13a5, a gene encoding a citrate influx
transporter, induced a decrease of CDy9 fluorescence
intensity.50 Since Slc13a5 is highly expressed in naive stem
cells, CDy9 can be accumulated in naive stem cells selectively
by utilizing Slc13a5 transporters.50

Macrophages (MΦ) are involved in immune-related roles by
polarization to activated macrophages (MΦ*) such as pro-
inflammatory M1 and anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages.52

Because of the inflammation-related roles of MΦ*, MΦ* have
been considered as markers for inflammatory-related diseases
such as atherosclerosis.16,52 To find an imaging probe that can
visualize activated macrophages (MΦ*) selectively over
nonactivated macrophages (MΦ), thousands of structurally
diverse chemicals were screened.16 Among them, CDg16 can
selectively label MΦ* and visualize active inflammation in an
animal atherosclerosis model, which is related to MΦ*
macrophages.16 Intracellular localization of CDg16 is inside
sublysosomal vesicles.16 Fixation of MΦ* could change this
unique localization of CDg16, and permeabilization after
fixation of MΦ* could remove fluorescence signal com-
pletely.16 It seems that CDg16 accumulates in intracellular
vesicles without holding specific targets. In the target
identification steps for CDg16, SLC-CRISPRa (CRISPR

activation) screening systems were used to find SLC gene(s)
responsible for CDg16 transportation (Figure 6a).16 To
generate single SLC enhanced cellular pools, an SLC sgRNA
library was transduced to dCas9-VPR Hela.16 In this cellular
pool, a series of CDg16 staining and enrichment of CDg16
bright population by FACS was conducted.16 Based on this
enriched bright population, SLC18B1 was identified as a
molecular target of CDg16 by next generation sequencing
(NGS) analysis.16 CDg16 was a substrate of both human
SLC18B1 and mouse Slc18b1, which can significantly regulate
the accumulation of CDg16 in vesicles of MΦ* macrophages
(Figure 6b).16 Since the substrate of SLC18B1 is unknown,
CDg16 is the first substrate of this orphan transporter.16

5. DOFLA AND GOLD PROBES THROUGH ABC
TRANSPORTERS

Among cell-type-specific imaging probes developed from
DOFLA, there are GOLD probes utilizing efflux ABC
transporters.
Human pluripotent stem cells such as human embryonic

stem cells (hESCs) and human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSCs) are essential tools for fundamental biology research
and the stem cell clinical application. To find an imaging probe
that can visualize human pluripotent stem cells selectively over
feeder cells, hundreds of fluorescent chemicals were
screened.15 Among these compounds, KP-1 showed the
highest selectivity toward human pluripotent stem cells.15

Subcellular localization of KP-1 was in mitochondria, and
ALDH2 was identified as a holding target of KP-1 after 2D gel
electrophoresis and mass spectrometry analysis.15 Since
ALDH2 is expressed in various cell types, the selectivity of
KP-1 could not be explained.15 After the analysis of ABC
transporter mRNA expression between human pluripotent
stem cells and differentiated cells, relatively repressed
expression of multidrug resistance protein 1 (MDR1, human
ABCB1, mouse Abcb1) and breast cancer resistance protein
(BCRP, human ABCG2, mouse Abcg2) was found in human
pluripotent stem cells.15 In the presence of inhibitors of
ABCB1 and ABCG2, KP-1 shows higher intracellular
fluorescence intensity in ABC transporter-expressing cells,
which shows ABC transporter-dependent export of KP-1.15

Figure 7. Human pluripotent stem cell imaging with KP-1.
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Since expression of these ABC transporters is repressed in
human pluripotent stem cells compared with that in differ-
entiated cells, KP-1 can be highly accumulated in human
pluripotent stem cells selectively (Figure 7).15

NSPCs are cells that can proliferate and differentiate into
various cell types such as neurons or glia.53 Isolation of NSPCs
from the complex system is a valuable method to understand
neurogenesis or apply neurological treatment. After the
screening of structurally diverse fluorescent molecules,
CDg13 was found to be the most selective probe toward
NSPCs over other cell types such as mESCs, mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs), and differentiated NSPC cells.54 Isolation
of NSPCs from embryonic mouse brain could be conducted by
sorting the CDg13 bright population.54 CDg13 shows
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) localization in NSPCs.54 Since
CDg13 does not have reactive motifs to hold biomolecules and
brief washing with media can remove CDg13 completely, it
does not seem that CDg13 binds specific biomolecules.54 To
find out NSPC selectivity toward CDg13, transporter
inhibition analyses were conducted.54 Among transporters,
inhibition of Abcg2 by inhibitor Ko143 (Abcg2 inhibitor)
could selectively enhance the accumulation of CDg13.54 Gene
knockdown analysis of 53 ABC transporters was conducted for

further target validation.54 Enhancement of CDg13 fluores-
cence was only found in Abcg2 knock-down cells.54 Low
expression of Abcg2 in NSPCs can mediate the higher
accumulation of CDg13 selectively (Figure 8).54

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a cancer originating from
plasma cells in the bone marrow.55 Acquired drug resistance in
these cells during chemotherapy is a critical issue in MM
therapy.56 CDy1, a pluripotent stem cell probe that was
developed by DOFLA,57 was applied to MM models.58 After
CDy1 staining of MM, a CDy1-hi population and a CDy1-lo
population can be visualized in the flow cytometry analysis.58

After global gene expression analysis applied to these two
populations, the ABCB1 gene was found as the highest
differentially expressed gene.58 ABCB1 gene expression was
negatively correlated with CDy1 fluorescence intensity.58

ABCB1 inhibition by ABCB1 inhibitors could increase CDy1
staining, which showed that ABCB1 mediated the efflux of
CDy1.58 Detection of the drug-resistant MM subpopulation,
which shows high ABCB1 expression, could be accomplished
with CDy1 by tracking the CDy1-lo population in the flow
cytometry analysis (Figure 9).58

Figure 8. Neural stem/progenitor cell (NSPC) imaging with CDg13.

Figure 9. CDy1 and drug-resistant subpopulation detection in multiple myeloma.
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6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Imaging probes that can provide live cell distinction can be
classified into two groups: HOLD probes and GOLD probes.
HOLD probes bind to macromolecules that can act as
biomarkers visualizing specific cells. GOLD probes are
substrates of transporters, the cell-type-specific accumulation
of which is primarily dependent on transporters.
A number of GOLD probes were developed by modification

of endogenous transporter substrates such as glucose or amino
acids, utilizing the broad substrate specificity of transporters.
Without considering the structure of endogenous substrates,
unbiased screening of structurally diverse fluorescent mole-
cules (i.e., DOFLA) could also generate GOLD probes.
Beyond the conventional HOLD probe development, there

are several advantages of GOLD probe development. The
majority of small-molecule probes (including HOLD probes)
were designed as hydrophobic chemicals to penetrate the
cellular membrane directly. These hydrophobic probes have
potential for nonspecific binding, which can affect signal-to-
background ratio of imaging.59 In the case of GOLD probes,
relatively hydrophilic probes can be developed since they
utilize cellular transporters to pass physiological barriers.
Through hydrophilic GOLD probe development, both
expansion of probe design and avoiding nonspecific binding
can be accomplished.
To reveal molecular targets of probes, several HOLD probes

were evaluated in the whole genome scale (around 30 000
genes in humans). For GOLD probe development, target
identification with the relatively small scale of candidates
(>450 transporters in humans) can be accomplished by
inhibitor panels or CRISPR-based genomic tools. Target
identification in the simplified system enables reducing
experimental errors and facilitates the success of the target
identification.
Limited numbers of transporters were highlighted in the

development of probes. Considering the extensive transporter
system that can be explored, the GOLD approach will offer
new insight for novel imaging probe design and development.
Other cell-type-specific probes that cannot be interpreted by

HOLD and GOLD mechanisms also exist.60,61 Further cell
distinction mechanisms can be proposed in the future.
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